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BOARD OF MANAGERS MEETING 

 
Meeting Date: 

January 21, 2013 7:00 P.M. 

 
Meeting Location: 

3800 Old Lodge Road A-2 

 
Present: 

Jean McCorkle – Board 
Julia Lang – Board 

Kevan Brady – Board  
Janice Daler – Unit Owner 

Justin Windholz – Crystal Property Management 

 
A Red Cliff Board of Managers Meeting was held on January 21, 2013 at the 3800 Old 
Lodge Rd A-2.  The meeting was called to order at 7:05 P.M.  A quorum of the Board 
was established.    
 

 Meeting Minutes 
o The Board reviewed the 2012 Annual Meeting Minutes. The minutes were 

reviewed and approved by the Board so that they could be posted on the 
Association website. They will be formally accepted at the 2013 Annual 
Meeting. 
 

 Financial Reports 
o The Board reviewed the financial reports from December 2012. A motion was 

made to approve the reports. The motion was seconded and approved. 
 

 Covenant Violations 
o The Board reviewed the covenant violation report given by Crystal Property. 

 

 Old Business 
o Justin Windholz informed the Board that the due to continued delays with the 

engineering project that it should be reviewed by a different engineer. The 
Board agreed and Kevan Brady volunteered to discuss the project with some 
professional contacts. Kevan and Justin agreed to meet soon to discuss an 
action plan for the project.   

o Justin Windholz reported that Tucker Thomson has completed the dryer vent 
repairs at 3900 B4 and provided a bid for future work. Larry Metzger also 
completed work at 3800 A2 and was scheduled to provide a formal bid, but 
the cost was nearly the same for both bids. Jean McCorkle reported that the 
work that was done in her unit made a significant difference in her dryer’s 
productivity. Julia will report on any improvements in her dryer’s performance 
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at the next meeting. Kevan asked that the Board wait an additional month to 
see about getting an additional bid from a contact that he knows. The Board 
agreed to do so. 

 

 New Business 
o Janice Daler was present to discuss an issue in her unit caused by a vacant 

unit’s failure to provide heat. Several plumbing issues have arisen due to the 
unit below Janice’s due to the heat being shut off. The Board discussed the 
history of the issue. Since the problem arose, the heat in the vacant unit has 
been restored at the Association’s expense. The unit owner is in the process 
of a short sale and was uncooperative with restoring the heat. The Board 
agreed that the costs of restoring and maintaining the heat as well as any 
repairs that are caused should be paid by the unit owner or foreclosing bank. 
It was agreed that due to the uncooperative nature of the unit owner that the 
Associations attorney should be responsible for communicating with the unit 
owner about the costs and future consequences of the situation. 

o There were concerns about icy areas near the gutter down spouts. The heat 
tape that was installed over the summer is helping the water drain better 
away from the buildings but is also causing icy areas in places. Crystal 
Property will meet with the snow removal vendors to discuss the issue and 
have them focus on reducing the amount of ice buildup in areas 

o It was agreed that painting bids will be provided for review at the next regular 
Board meeting.  
 
 

With no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 P.M.  
 
Respectfully, 
 
Justin Windholz 


